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About This Content

*You can find the downloaded files in the local folder beside the game executables.

Artbook

Original and revised artworks combined into one exclusive artbook!

Comic

The hidden story between Moonlight Syndrome and The Silver Case, "Pre-Lunatics".

OST

Total 34 BGMs from the game including the OP remix.
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Buying this DLC is more like sending a token of appreciation to the people who made this translation happen. While the manga
and artwork are neat, they are very short. There's not much content in the DLC other than the soundtrack files, so it's a fanboy-
only type of DLC. You have been warned.
The soundtrack comes in both lossless WAV and compressed MP3 formats.
In reality this is the "STRUCTURE" soundtrack album that was released a while ago, plus the remixed opening song as a bonus.
A remix soundtrack, called DESTRUCTOR, exists. Sadly it's not included. I recomend tracking it down on amazon or
something, since it's really good and has some surreal text-to-speech segments in it.
It's weird that they omitted it, since a song from "DESTRUCTOR" actually ended up in this port; you can find it in the options
menu. Maybe they'll include that remix album when 25Ward drops.
I wonder if they're going to release the 25Ward soundtrack at all, it's hard to find.... The "Extra Contents" contains a 20 pages
artbook, a 22 pages comic and the 34 BGMs of the game in MP3 and WAV format.

The artbook has some good art and the resolution of most of the images is interesting, but it's all digital art so you can't expect
much since whoever did this book zoomed into pixels and not a scanned picture. I still like it. It's charming. I absolutely love the
game's concept art, the colors, everything. I just really really wish it had more content, especially more heavily conceptual
content instead of "promo" art.

The comic (be warned, this is a manga, read it right to left) is available in Japanese and English and in a nice quality for you to
zoom and see all the details. Syuji Takeya did a great job on it as an illustrator, everything looks very Suda-ish (as expected, the
guy works with Suda in Kurayami Dance since Aug 2015) and every page is so full of things to spot even if you haven't played
TSC yet but played FSR -- so albeit short it was a greatly rewarding read. My only problem is that I really wanted more, but I
know I will have that on TSC.

The 34 tracks are very good. They are basically "The Silver #01 STRUCTURE"s reissue in VBR (variable bitrate), an album
released in 2006 with the music from the original Silver Case, but with the game's OP track remix. A pretty good remix, I must
add. Anyone who likes this may want to look for The Silver #02 DESTRUCTOR, The Silver #02 + PARADE (please buy this
game so they will update and localize 25 Ward too) and other SUDA51 game's soundtracks, like the ones from Flower, Sun and
Rain.

I do recommend the DLC if you're a SUDA51 fan or if you want to support his localization efforts. If you can spare the money,
please buy it. We need 25 Ward - and maybe even dream of Killer 7 and FSR, hell, the entire Kill The Past please - on Steam
too.
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